
TRISKELES FOUNDATION - A PIONEERING, LOCAL DONOR
ADVISED FUND - ALIGNS WITH THE GLOBAL SDGs

Clemens Pietzner, Founder and President of Triskeles

Foundation, sees money as an energy force - one that is

neutral until we imbue it with intention. With currently

$17-$20 million in assets and growing, Triskeles' investments

have very clear intention: positive impact. While the

foundation's corpus has always been 100% mission-aligned,

it's actively pointing towards a newly launched, global north

star: the United Nation's Sustainable Development Goals

(SDGs). "The SDGs, while imperfect and evolving," says

Clemens, "represent a global activity of shared

consciousness, thought, deliberation and language about

what our world needs most to change in positive ways." As

the SDGs become an increasingly adopted framework and

parlance, Triskeles is joining a growing community in

aligning their investment practices, client services, and

content with the 17 goals to affect change globally,

nationally, and locally in the foundation's home region of

Greater Philadelphia.
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Triskeles was founded in

2002 as a national provider

of Donor Advised Funds

(DAFs) to help individuals,

families, and organizations

effectively reach their

philanthropic goals.

Triskeles' current $17-$20 million

corpus is 100% mission-aligned. $8

million has been distributed via

donor-advised grants and catalytic

gifts (locally and beyond). ~$1

million of total assets are debt and

equity investments into our region.

Clemens Pietzner

President

Triskeles Foundation

LOCATION 
AND REACH

Triskeles is based in

Chester County,

Pennsylvania. They

manage philanthropic

gifts and investments that

have a local, national, and

global reach.

ALIGNMENT TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

THE 
HIGHLIGHT

Triskeles is an early pioneer in

their commitment to

impact/mission-aligned

investing via DAFs, and one of

two DAFs nationally that builds

personalized gift/investment

portfolios for clients.

DID YOU KNOW?

$85B
IN DAF
ASSETS

The number and dollar amount of Triskeles'

investments that benefit the Greater

Philadelphia region are growing for a

number of reasons. Among them, local

clients want to invest in their own backyard

and more impact instrumentation is

becoming available to do so.
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Donor-advised funds (DAFs) are a fast-

growing philanthropic vehicle for

Americans to make charitable

donations. Currently, there are over

1,000 DAFs in the United States with

assets totaling around $85 billion.

Savvy philanthropists have begun to

use DAFs to not only make grants, but

to make investments for both

mission/impact and financial returns.

This profile was created as part of a content series for The Greater Philadelphia Impact Capital Pledge, an ImpactPHL

initiative that aims to capture and catalyze impact and mission-aligned investments from/for our local region.
The Pledge: impactphl.org/pledge

Triskeles Foundation: triskeles.org

source: ssir.org


